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The role of diseases and parasites has received relatively little attention in modelling ecological dynamics despite mounting evidence of their importance in structuring communities.
In contrast to predators, parasites do not necessarily kill their host but instead they may
change host life history. Here, we study the impact of a parasite that selectively infects juvenile prey individuals and prevents them from maturing into adults. The model is inspired by
the Ligula intestinalis tape worm and its cyprinid fish host Rutilis rutilis. We demonstrate that
the parasite can promote as well as demote the so-called stunting in its host population, that
is, the accumulation of juvenile prey, which leads to strong exploitation competition and consequently to a bottleneck in maturation. If competition between infected and uninfected individuals is strong, stunting will be enhanced and bistability between a stunted and nonstunted prey population occurs. In this case, the disease competes with the predator of its
host species, possibly leading to predator extinction. In contrast, if the competition between
infected and uninfected individuals is weak, the stunting is relieved, and epi-zoonotic cycles
will occur, with recurrent epidemic outbreaks. Here, the disease facilitates the predator, and
predator density will be substantially increased. We discuss the implications of our results
for the dynamics and structure of the natural Ligula-Roach system.
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Introduction
Diseases and parasites play a major role in most ecosystem dynamics; yet, they have received
relatively little attention in ecological modelling [1–3]. Traditionally, ecologists have mostly
considered disease outbreaks as disturbances rather than as an integral part of the ecosystem
dynamics [4]. However, there is mounting evidence that diseases and parasites play a vital role
in the stability and dynamics of most ecosystems [5–9].
In this paper we will consider the effects of a disease that specifically infects juvenile individuals and subsequently prevents the infected individual from producing offspring. The work is
inspired by the interaction between the tape worm Ligula intestinalis and its cyprinid fish host
species roach (Rutilis rutilis). The parasite has a complex life cycle, involving three host species.
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The final host species of the parasite are fish eating birds, such as cormorant (Phalacrocorax
carbo), grey herron (Ardea cinerea), and great crested grebe (Podiceps cristatus) [10]. In this
final host the parasite completes its sexual cycle and produces eggs, which are shed to the water
via the faeces of the birds. The larvae of the parasite are eaten by copepods, which in turn are a
primary food source for the juvenile fish. After a fish is infected, the parasite settles and grows
in the host gut system and may obtain a staggering weight of up to half the host weight [11].
Surprisingly, the physical condition of such a fish-parasite combination can be not noticeably
different from uninfected individuals [12]. However, the consequences for the infected fish are
severe, as the parasites supress gonad development and consequently prevent the individual
from maturing. Even infection with a single parasite can act to sterilize the infected fish [12].
Furthermore, the parasite might induce behavioural changes, such as directing the infected fish
to move to the littoral zone, where it can be caught more easily by the fish eating birds and thus
complete the parasite life cycle [13,14].
Also the consequences of the parasite infection on the host population dynamics can be
extensive. A well-documented case are the recurrent Ligula parasite outbreaks in the roach
population of lake Slapton Ley [11,15,16]. The roach population in this lake shows a tendency
to build-up a so-called stunted population. In this population state, small juvenile individuals
are very numerous. This causes exploitation competition amongst juveniles to be so fierce, that
individual growth rate substantially slows down, effectively preventing juveniles from reaching
the size necessary for maturation [16,17].
In this stunted population situation, the Ligula parasite can cause a large epidemic, reaching
a prevalence of more than 70% of all juveniles being infected [11]. This in turn seems to act to
relieve the stuntedness in the juvenile population, causing a reduction in the juvenile population size, with a subsequent acceleration in juvenile growth and maturation, accompanied by a
strong reduction of the parasite prevalence. However, hereafter, the stuntedness in the host
population slowly rebuilds, after which a second epidemic of the parasite can occur. In the case
of the Slapton Ley dataset, such recurrent epidemics were recorded three times, spanning a
total period of 31 years [11].
In this paper we will study a mathematical model to investigate the interplay between ecological population dynamics of a potentially stunted population and a disease. Furthermore, we
will study the interaction between the disease and a natural predator of the host. In the Ligula–
Roach system there are several predators on Roach, including Northern Pike (Esox Lucius) and
European Perch (Perca fluvitilis). Often, such predator species are of commercial or recreational interest for fisherman, and stunting of the prey species can greatly affect predator numbers or predator quality. Here, we will study the potential indirect influence of a prey disease
on the predator species. For the ecological baseline, we will use a model that we have introduced before for the dynamics of a structured prey population and a predator that attacks adult
prey [18,19]. In this model a stunted juvenile prey population can build up due to a maturation
bottleneck, and it has a parameter region of bistability between a stunted and non-stunted
equilibrium state [19]. To this system we will add a disease that specifically infects juvenile
individuals, and that acts to sterilize these individuals and prevents maturation. In this way we
can study the indirect interaction between a predator and a disease, that both attack the same
host species, but each targeting a different host life stage. For mathematical simplicity, we
model a disease that spreads through direct contact. This differs from the parasite infection in
the Ligula-Roach system, where the parasite has to pass through two additional host stages.
Our simplified model would roughly correspond to a constancy assumption in the copepod
and bird populations. Furthermore, we do not explicitly account for individual parasite load,
but instead we only distinguish between infected and uninfected individuals.
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Our main objective in this paper is to study the effects of a disease that infects and sterilizes
juvenile individuals on the population dynamics of its host species. In particular, we will focus
on a system where the host population is in a stunted population state, which is strongly dominated by juvenile individuals and where individual growth rate and maturation are strongly
reduced. We will map the dynamic consequences of introducing such a disease in a stunted
host population state. It will turn out that these consequences strongly depend on the ability of
infected juveniles to compete with uninfected conspecifics. We will discuss the biological implications of our results.

Methods
In this paper, we use a previously described model system consisting of a stage-structured prey
population, distinguishing between juvenile and adult individuals, and a predator that preys
upon adult prey individuals [18,19]. To this system we add a disease that specifically targets
juvenile individuals. The model consists of four ordinary differential equations for, respectively, susceptible juvenile (JS), infected juvenile (JI), adult (A), and predator density (P):
dJS
¼ bA " mðJÞJS " bJS JI " mJ JS
dt

ð1Þ

dJI
¼ bJS JI " ðmJ þ aÞJI
dt

ð2Þ

dA
¼ mðJÞJS " nAP " mA A
dt

ð3Þ

dP
¼ cnAP " mP P
dt

ð4Þ

Here, parameters μJ, μA and μP are death rates, b is adult reproduction rate, β is infectivity, α
is virulence (i.e. additional mortality due to disease), n is the predator attack rate, and c is a conversion factor. The function m(J) denotes the maturation rate, which is specified by:
2

mðJÞ ¼ φ=½1 þ dðJS þ dJI Þ '

ð5Þ

At low juvenile density the maturation rate approximates the maximum rate φ. Due to competition amongst juveniles maturation sharply decreases at higher juvenile density, reflecting a
maturation bottleneck [17]. Parameter d denotes the strength of the exploitation competition
between juvenile consumers. Parameter δ scales the relative contribution of infected juveniles
to the juvenile competition. Note that in Eq (3) we use the assumption that only uninfected
juveniles can mature into adults, as the disease sterilizes infected individuals and prevents
them from maturing. Furthermore, infected juveniles cannot be cured from the parasite, so
they can only disappear from the system through mortality. For numerical integration and
bifurcation analysis we used the MatCont program [20]. This software can numerically compute and continue bifurcations. All reported dynamics regimes (i.c. equilibriums, limit cycles
and bistable regions) where confirmed using numerical integration techniques.

Results
Bistability and stunted prey population in the absence of disease
We first show the dynamics of our model in the absence of the disease. In Fig 1a and 1b, the
equilibrium density of, respectively, prey and predator is plotted as a function of the predator
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Fig 1. Bistability in the absence of disease. Bifurcation diagram as a function of predator death rate μP. (a) Equilibrium prey density, juveniles JS in solid
line (blue), and adults A in dashed line (green), and (b) Equilibrium predator density P (red). The equilibrium curves exhibit a so-called catastrophe fold, with a
bistable region for 0.435 < μP < 0.553. The unstable (saddle node) state is indicated with the dotted lines. Model parameters are b = 1, c = 1, d = 1, n = 1, φ =
1, μJ = 0.05, μA = 0.1, and μP variable.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0132251.g001

death rate μP. For intermediate predator death rate (i.c. 0.435 < μP < 0.553) there exists a
region of bistability. Interestingly, in both alternative steady states the adult prey density is
identical, as it is uniquely determined by the predator equilibrium; i.c. putting Eq (4) to zero
gives A ¼ mcnP for both alternative steady states. In the equilibrium with high juvenile density,
the corresponding predator density is small. Here, the prey population is stunted in the juvenile
class and, consequently, maturation is strongly reduced. Consequently, the adult prey population in this case is mainly limited by the low maturation. In contrast, in the low juvenile equilibrium, the predator density is much larger. In this equilibrium, the total maturation into the
adult population is increased, but this is balanced by the larger predation rate. In conclusion, in
the absence of the disease the prey population can be caught in a stunted equilibrium, where
high abundance of juvenile prey causes strong competition amongst juveniles, resulting in
stunted growth and a maturation bottleneck. However, such a large juvenile prey population
could serve as a target for a disease, which could potentially act to relieve the stuntedness of the
prey population.

Disease invasion threshold and endemic equilibrium
We now add the juvenile disease to the system. Depending on the disease parameters there
exists a critical juvenile prey density above which the disease can invade the system. This critical density can be found by solving Eq (2) for dJdtI > 0, which gives:
JS >

ðmJ þ aÞ
b

ð6Þ

In the remainder of this paper we choose the disease parameters such that the disease can
indeed invade the stunted population equilibrium. If there exists a steady state with the disease
present, this so-called endemic equilibrium will be characterized by JS ¼

ðmJ þaÞ
b

. The stability

and region of attraction of this endemic equilibrium will depend on the speciﬁc properties of
the disease, as deﬁned by the parameters. In particular, it turns out that it is important to what
extent sick juveniles are capable of competing with healthy juveniles. This property is modelled
with parameter δ in the function for the maturation rate (Eq (5)), which scales the relative
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contribution of infected juveniles to the juvenile competition. We will ﬁrst consider the two
extreme cases, that is δ = 1, implying full competitive ability of sick individuals, and δ = 0,
implying absence of competition between sick and healthy juveniles.

Disease enhances bistability and population stuntedness, for the case of
full competition between sick and healthy juveniles
We first consider the case of δ = 1, which implies that sick juveniles have full competitive ability
against healthy juveniles. Because sick individuals compete with healthy individuals, but do not
mature themselves, they can act to reinforce the stunted juvenile population bottleneck. In Fig
2a we show a typical example of the dynamics after introduction of the disease in the stunted
population equilibrium. The disease quickly spreads through the juvenile population, and the
system settles in an endemic equilibrium. The prevalence of the disease in this equilibrium is
high at 64% of all juveniles being infected. Furthermore, the introduction of the disease
strongly reduces the predator abundance, causing a roughly 4-fold reduction. This seems surprising, as the adult prey density does not change, and this is the food source for the predator.
However, the adult prey density is now mainly controlled by the maturation bottleneck, which
causes the predator equilibrium to be strongly reduced.
In Fig 2b, a bifurcation diagram is shown for the total juvenile prey density as a function of
the predator death rate. The disease free stunted population equilibrium has now become
unstable, because it can be invaded by the disease. Instead, there is a stable endemic equilibrium with the disease present at high prevalence. Notably, the stunted population equilibrium,
and the accompanying bistability now persist for much lower predator death rates (up to μP =
0.383). Furthermore, the predator goes extinct for death rates exceeding μP = 0.524. Both
results can be explained by the fact that there is a form of apparent competition between the
disease and the predator. This causes the predator density to be reduced or even extinct after
introduction of the disease, and the release of predator pressure acts to reinforce the stunted
juvenile equilibrium.

Disease causes relieve of stuntedness and recurrent epidemics, for the
case of absence of competition between sick and healthy juveniles
Now we consider the case that infected juveniles do not effectively compete with healthy juveniles, i.c. δ = 0. This can e.g. be due to sick individuals being in a bad condition, or shifting
their diet or habitat. In Fig 3a, invasion of the disease in the stunted population is shown for
intermediate predator death rate of μP = 0.45. Here, the disease causes a single epidemic, but
this induces the population to shift to the non-stunted equilibrium and consequently the disease goes extinct after the epidemic. In this case, the effect of the disease on the predator is positive, as the introduction of the disease causes a roughly threefold increase in the predator
density. If we introduce the disease in the stunted population for an increased predator death
rate of μP = 0.56, in Fig 3b, we obtain a new type of dynamics. In this case, after a large initial
epidemic, the disease almost disappears, but for this predator death rate there does not exist a
stable non-stunted population equilibrium. Consequently, after the epidemic, the population
slowly rebuilds to the stunted equilibrium, but this in turn allows the disease to re-enter the
population and cause a secondary epidemic. This process repeats itself, resulting in limit cycle
behaviour with recurrent epidemics, with prevalence varying strongly between 1% and 75%.
The introduction of the disease again has a strong positive effect on the predator, increasing
predator density by a factor varying between 3-fold (at the start of the epidemic) and 8-fold
(during and after the epidemic). However, the interaction between the disease and the predator
in this case is complex, as the highest predator densities are actually reached in the periods
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Fig 2. The disease can suppress the predator and enhance bistability and population stuntedness. (a) Dynamics after introduction of the disease in
the stunted population state for μP. = 0.45. Density of infected juveniles JI are shown in light blue. Disease parameters are β = 0.06, α = 0.05, and δ = 1,
indicating that sick individuals have full competitive ability. For other colors and parameters see Fig 1. Note the strong reduction in predator density after
introduction of the disease. (b) Bifurcation diagram for total juvenile prey density (i.c. JS+JI) as a function of predator death rate μP. The solid blue line
indicates the stable disease free state, and the solid purple line denotes the endemic state. Dashed lines indicate unstable equilibriums. Note that the
introduction of the disease considerably increases the region of bistability.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0132251.g002

where the disease is almost absent. Yet, also in this case the disease acts to facilitate the predator, as it prevents the prey population from getting stuck in the stunted equilibrium. Actually,
the recovery of the predator population closely follows the epidemic outbreaks.
In Fig 3c, a bifurcation diagram is shown for the total juvenile prey density as a function of
the predator death rate. For small predator death rate, μP < 0.553, the system has a single
steady state, consisting of a non-stunted prey population that cannot be invaded by the disease.
For intermediate predator death rates 0.553 ( μP < 0.643, the system exhibits stable recurrent
epidemics (i.c. a limit cycle), where the amplitude of the epidemics decrease for increasing
predator death rate. For large predator death rate, μP ) 0.643, after introduction of the disease
the system reaches a stable endemic state, where the stuntedness of the prey population is
largely reduced and, as a consequence, the predator is benefitting from the presence of the
disease.

Varying the disease invasion threshold
Until now, we have fixed the invasion threshold for the disease at JS = 1.67. Here, we explore
what happens if we vary the disease invasion threshold. We demonstrate this by varying the
disease infectivity β, but varying disease virulence α, will yield similar results. In Fig 4a we plot
a two-parameter diagram for the case of δ = 1 (i.c. full competitive ability of infected juveniles),
were we map the dynamics as a function of the predator death rate μP and the disease invasion
threshold (μJ+α)/β. There exist three distinct areas that differ in dynamics. In the white area,
the disease cannot invade, and the dynamics are identical to Fig 1. In the blue shaded area
there is bistability between a stunted endemic state and a non-stunted disease free state. In the
pink area, there is a single endemic equilibrium. The red line indicates the threshold below
which the predator goes extinct in the endemic state. The green line indicates the threshold
below which a stunted endemic state exists, and the blue line is the threshold below which a
non-stunted endemic state exists. With increasing severity of the disease (i.c. increasing infectivity β and/or decreasing virulence α) the area of bistability increases, and the predator is
reduced to lower densities or even extinction.
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Fig 3. The disease can facilitate the predator, relieve stuntedness and induce recurrent epidemics.
Parameters and colors are identical to Fig 2, except δ = 0, indicating that sick individuals do not effectively
compete with healthy individuals. (a) Dynamics after introduction of the disease in the stunted population
state for μP. = 0.45. Here, the disease causes a single epidemic, after which the host population shifts to the
non-stunted equilibrium and the disease goes extinct. (b) Dynamics after introduction of the disease in the
stunted population state for μP. = 0.56. After an initial large epidemic, the system settles in a limit cycle with
recurrent epidemics of intermediate amplitude. Note that each epidemic is closely followed by an increase in
predator density. (c) Bifurcation diagram for total juvenile prey density as a function of predator death rate μP.
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The solid blue line indicates the stable disease free state, and the solid purple line denotes the endemic state.
The red lines and area indicate the amplitude of the stable limit cycles. Dashed lines are unstable
equilibriums.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0132251.g003

In Fig 4b a similar two-parameter diagram is plotted for the case of δ = 0 (i.c. infected individuals do not compete), where we again map the dynamics as a function of the predator death
rate μP and the disease invasion threshold (μJ+α)/β. The white region is identical to the previous case and denotes failure of disease invasion. In the green region, the disease can invade the
stunted population, but after a single epidemic the system shifts to the non-stunted state and
the disease subsequently goes extinct. The pink region again is characterized by existence of a
stable endemic equilibrium. In the yellow region, the system settles in a limit cycle with recurrent epidemics. This region is bounded by a Hopf bifurcation, from which the limit cycle originates, indicated by the solid orange line. Finally, in the blue area, there is bistability between an
endemic state and recurrent epidemics. Here, the Hopf bifurcation is subcritical [21], meaning
that from the Hopf an unstable limit cycle originates, which acts to separate the stable endemic
state from the stable limit cycle. The unstable Hopf is indicated by the dashed orange line. In
Fig 4c a bifurcation diagram is shown for this situation. The bifurcation is similar to that of Fig
3c, but now there is a small range between 0.588 ( μP < 0.595 where a stable endemic equilibrium coexists with a stable limit cycle with recurrent epidemics. The two attractors are separated by an unstable limit cycle that originates from the Hopf bifurcation. In conclusion, in the
case that infected individuals do not compete (i.c. δ = 0) the disease has a positive effect on the
predator density, and furthermore there is a considerable parameter region where the disease
can relieve the stunted population into a stable limit cycle with recurrent epidemics.

Discussion
In this paper we have demonstrated that a disease that specifically infects juvenile individuals
and prevents their maturation can substantially affect the dynamics of the host population and
its predator species. In particular, we investigated the effects of introducing such a disease in a
stunted population, and we have shown that depending on disease parameters the disease can
either increase or relieve population stuntedness. In particular, it turns out that a key disease
property is whether infected individuals can still compete with their uninfected conspecifics. If
infected juveniles have the same competitive ability as uninfected individuals, the disease acts
to increase stuntedness, and introduction of the disease will act to decrease predator density or
even cause predator extinction. If, on the other hand, infected individuals do not compete with
uninfected conspecifics, the disease will act to relieve population stuntedness, and the predator
will benefit from introduction of the disease. In this situation introduction of the disease can
lead to recurrent epidemic outbreaks.
We studied a fairly simple structured prey population model that only distinguishes
between juvenile and adult individuals. However, the model can easily be extended to include
more prey stages or incorporate a continuous prey size distribution [18,22,23]. Interestingly, in
these extended models the bistability and the stunted prey population can also be generated if
the predator attacks small juveniles instead of adults. Our work was inspired by the Ligularoach parasite-host interaction as documented in lake Slapton Ley [11]. In this system, recurrent epi-zoonotic cycles were observed with build-up of a stunted roach population that was
subsequently released by a large outbreak of Ligula infection. Our model is capable of reproducing such recurrent epidemics, although the parameter region for this behaviour is restricted.
This in fact would suggest that the competitive ability of infected individuals is small. We have
checked that in our model the relative competitive ability of infected juveniles should be
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Fig 4. Dynamics for varying disease invasion threshold. Plotting dynamics as a function of predator
death rate μP, and disease invasion threshold (μJ+α)/β. (a) Dynamics for the case of δ = 1. In the white area
the disease cannot invade, and in the pink area there is a single endemic equilibrium. The blue area indicates
bistability between a stunted endemic state and a non-stunted disease free state. The red line denotes
predator extinction. The green and blue line are thresholds below which the disease can invade respectively,
the stunted and non-stunted host population. The dashed black lines indicate the disease free region of
bistability (b) Dynamics for the case of δ = 0. In the green area only the disease free non-stunted state is
stable. The yellow area indicates stable recurrent epidemics, and in the purple area there is bistability of
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recurrent epidemics and an endemic state. The orange line is a Hopf bifurcation, either supercritical (solid
line) or subcritical (dashed line). Other lines and areas are as described in Fig 4a (c) Bifurcation diagram for
the subcritical Hopf bifurcation for β = 0.06. The bifurcation resembles that of Fig 3c, but now there is a region
of bistability between an endemic state and a stable limit cycle for 0.588 < μP < 0.595. The red area denotes
the amplitude of the stable limit cycle, and the dashed red line shows the minimum and maximum of the
unstable limit cycle. For parameters see Fig 3.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0132251.g004

smaller than δ = 0.25, in order for recurrent epidemics to emerge. The relative good condition
of infected fish seems to contradict this finding [12], but the behavioural changes in infected
fish could cause that the direct competition with uninfected conspecifics is substantially
reduced [13, 14].
As in most cases, the natural system has many more levels of complexity than are included
in the current model. For instance, in lake Slapton Ley, the roach population is in competition
with another fish species rudd [11]. In the absence of the parasite roach is dominant over rudd,
but after the epidemic outbreaks the dominance is shifted and it takes a very long period for
roach to regain control. This mechanism seems a possible candidate to explain the long timescale for the reoccurrence of the stunted roach population structure. Unfortunately, predator
densities are not readily available for the Slapton Ley dataset. The model prediction would be
that predator densities are largely enhanced just after the epidemic outbreaks, and they should
stay high until the population stunting reoccurs. It would be very interesting to see if this
indeed is the case. The most likely avian host for the Ligula parasite in the lake is the Great
Crested Grebe, and this species is only attracted to the lake after the roach population reaches a
stunted population structure [16]. This is probably because the high juvenile density provides
better fishing conditions for the birds. This effect could act to reinforce the occurrence of
repeated epidemics.
Notwithstanding all these additional complexities, it is telling that already our basic model
can exhibit the recurrent epidemics and the shifts between the stunted and non-stunted host
population observed in the lake Slapton Ley data. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the introduction of a disease could act to decrease population stuntedness, which could potentially be of
importance for fishery management [24].
A final topic we would like to address is the evolution of the parasite characteristics, in particular how it affects the fish host life history parameters [25]. Here, selection pressure potentially acts differently on different levels. Keeping the individual infected host in good condition
seems advantageous, as parasite induced morbidity and mortality will in general not contribute
to parasite fitness. However, if the parasite can increase the chance that the fish is eaten by the
final bird host species, this would actually increase parasite fitness. We add the aspect of the
parasite being able to keep the fish host population in the preferred stunted population state.
How these different levels act in concert to shape the life history of the parasite and the host
will be the scope of further investigations.
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